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CORRIGENDUM

Quantum-kinetic theory of free electron lasing in a spatially periodic
longitudinal electrostatic field by a relativistic electron beam
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A longitudinal undulating electric field in the lasing electron beam direction (or
the longitudinal direction) and an electromagnetic wave propagating in the
longitudinal direction (laser wave) drive a current that cannot be in the
longitudinal direction. Thus this current can emit an electromagnetic wave
having the same wave vector and polarization vector as those of the incident
electromagnetic wave. This process is called stimulated bremsstrahlung in the
longitudinal electric wiggler. Because of recent strong interest in this free
electron lasing mechanism, it is appropriate to correct errors in numerical
factors in the gain formula and equations in our paper.

Unfortunately, there are a number of errors in the equations from (2.10) to
(3.6), which originate from an error in (2.10). Only the important equations will
be corrected.

Equation (2.10) should be corrected to
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where the subscripts 3 and 4 indicate the quantity at p3z = piz—hk and piz =

Also (2.15) should be written as
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Accordingly, the gain formula (3.3) should be written
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578 Corrigendum

By Lorentz transformation to the high-energy (y > 1) beam frame, the
longitudinal electric wave with wave vector — kw z and phase velocity vw can be
replaced by the static longitudinal electric wiggler with wave vector k0 =
kw(l+vw/c) and the same amplitude. Accordingly, (3.3) is consistent with the
gain formula for the free electron laser using a longitudinal electric wave, which
is derived directly from first principles (Kim 1989).
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